
Fellow peers, it is our great honor to

contribute to the creation of this month’s

newsletter where we can continue to

appreciate and applaud our  students’

diligent efforts - from innovative events

to studying creative perspectives. Much

pride  is expressed when oxfordians are

seen  truly embedding themselves in the

art of excellence. Hence, we hope for 

 our dear readers and viewers to enjoy

the newsletter of  February to March

2022 with loving hearts.  Happy reading !
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"Success is not final; failure is not fatal: It is the courage to continue that
counts."



MISSION AND VISION
Our Vision is To...

Empower each individual with
creativity and values to become

compassionate life-long
learners, enabling them to be
contributing global citizens.

Our Mission is To...
Develop a community of creative

and independent learners,
sensitive and tolerant to the needs

of a diverse global society.

"Success usually comes to those who are too busy to be looking for it."

Foundation...
A good foundation is the key to success. We ensure our
children have strong basics that will help them in their

future endeavor.

Emirati students presenting their culture
and educating their peers regarding their

traditions.

Encouraging activities for all students.

Encouraging Friendly competitions to increase
sportsmanship and educate students.



LEADERSHIPLEADERSHIPLEADERSHIP
To improve teaching, learning and
assessment in all LEAMS schools, our CAO
Dr. Timothy Hughes has developed the
LEAMS Teaching & Learning Continuum.
Dr.Tim is a veteran in the field of education
and a passionate leader credited with
transforming the fortunes of organisations
and their communities. He holds a degree in
Chemistry, PhD in Chemical Physics and
PGCE (with distinction). Dr.Tim is also an
award winning educator (STEM) and Physics
teacher. His professional qualifications
include that of Chartered Scientist (CSci).
Chartered Chemist (CChem FRSC),
Chartered Physicist (CPhys M Inst P) and the
National Professional Qualification for
Headship (NPQH).

 Dr. Tim Hughes
    Chief Academic Officer

 

Dr.Tim's Vision on the T&L Project for the
TOS community. Vision It is the moral duty
and motivation of teachers to achieve the
very best levels of teaching and learning to
ensure the children in their classes are
inspired and go on to reach their dreams.
Through effective collaboration and
coaching our LEAMS Education Teaching
and Learning Project will unite 30 teachers
from across our LEAMS schools on an
exploration of what is the very best of
classroom practice. It is through teamwork,
trust and persistence that teaching and
learning reaches exemplary standards and
students are  inspired.
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"Opportunities don't happen. You create them."

https://leamseducation.com/team-member/dr-tim-hughes/
https://leamseducation.com/team-member/dr-tim-hughes/


OUR T&L TEAMOUR T&L TEAMOUR T&L TEAM
To prepare students by giving them the
social and communication skills that they
will require in the next stage of their lives.
To support children as they discover and
explore new ideas so they become confident
and capable members and to be an inspiring
and empowering force in children’s lives so
they are excited and motivated to learn.

To mentor and guide each student and
make them reach their full potential in
learning with an evident outcome by
making them a responsible individual for
the future community.

Jane Lobo

Lincy Toney

To be a luminary of knowledge for
providing quality education, instilling
collaboration among students and make
them global impactors.

Dr. Priti



OUR T&L TEAMOUR T&L TEAMOUR T&L TEAM

Uma Maheshwari

Raise kind, caring and compassionate young
people with the skills to apply their values in
their lives outside of school. 
Help young people find their passion and
path in life. 
Ensure all children regardless of gender,
race, ability or social class have the
opportunity to succeed in my classrooms.

I love to be an educator as I love learning.
Being in a learning environment I can do
variety of things which makes a difference
in the young minds and can build life-
shaping relationships. I have 4 strong goals
as an Educator which as follows: 
1.To strengthen quality learning
2. To function for the benefit of student
community
3.To acquire knowledge on the go 
4.To improve the student’s well-being 

Juvairiya P I

 “Happiness is not a matter of
intensity but of balance, order,

rhythm and harmony.”



STUDENT LEARDERSHIP WALL

"If you are not willing to risk the usual, you will have to settle for the
ordinary."

"It is not necessary to modify your entire
personality in order to appeal to others.
There will be no benefit from such an act
since it will cause people to perceive you in
a way that is untrue to yourself. This could
lead to inconsistencies and variances in the
links formed, making everyone worse off
than they were before. Even if a small
group dislikes you, it's perfectly fine to be
yourself. I recall wanting to be a part of this
friend circle so strongly that I ended up
lying about my actions. My secrets were
eventually revealed, and I suffered
immensely as a result. From that point
forward, I resolved to stay true to myself
and never change for the sake of pleasing
others. This approach will allow you to
achieve great things in life, beginning with
a clear conscience. Furthermore, you will
find yourself surrounded by individuals
that embrace you for who you are. They
will help you achieve previously
unimaginable levels of self-esteem and
confidence. Finally, it will assist you in
focusing on yourself and developing habits
that will benefit your mental and physical
well-being. 

I recognize that this is easier said than
done, and it is not a simple task. But I'm
confident that with hard work and
perseverance, all of your life goals will be
realized."

Deputy Head Boy - Harun Melen

StudentStudent  
CouncilCouncil



"The ones who are crazy enough to think they can change the world, are the
ones that do."

"When a society is made up of different
races, living in a peaceful and harmonious
environment is crucial. It serves as a timely
reminder that, despite our cultural and
racial differences, we must all strive
together to continue to grow as a society.
Multiculturalism is a positive change
concept because it teaches us to accept and
respect the ethical conduct of others. It also
helps us recognize and respect "ways of
being" that are not inevitably our own. As a
result of our interactions with others, we
can strengthen relationships to trust,
respect, and understanding across cultures. 

Cultural harmony can be attained in a
variety of ways, including observing and
listening to foreign fellows, honoring
traditional holidays and festivals, and
tolerating & embracing the differences that
make us distinct. Truly, a world devoid of
peace and harmony will undoubtedly
disintegrate."

Deputy Head Girl - Wania Sohail

Student CouncilStudent Council

Whether or not you can avoid this failure is
not the test. The test is whether you can

learn from it and persevere, or if you allow it
to harden or shame you into inaction.

"Success seems to be connected with
action. Successful people keep

moving. They make mistakes, but they
don't quit."
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"In my 10 years at Oxford, I have seen
opinions being taken in consideration
and being respected of everyone. I have
seen people work together of different
age group, nationality, race and even
gender in contrasting competitions
showing the co operation skills the
students have learnt and are now
implementing in their lives."
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"All progress takes place outside the comfort zone."

Core Values Ambassador...

Core Value Ambassador 

CORE VALUES



COUNSELLORS DESK
Rachel Virginia - 

Student Counsellor
"The mightier is the one who

has control over his own
thoughts and emotions which

is within and the behavior
which is the outward. Our
Mind should be trained to

focus, if it is difficult and we
just want to wind away the

time it is an alarm we need to
realize that we should train
ourselves. Focusing is a skill
which can be developed by

practice. You may try it
yourself or seek support."

 
 

"Success is not the key to happiness. Happiness is the key to success. If you
love what you are doing, you will be successful."

“Starting by little little steps
will definitely improve our
schools wellbeing so lets all
take a step and improve our

well-being. Well being in
school can happen when you

step yourself in someone's
else's shoes. By knowing the
struggle your friend is going
through in school you help
them. Also understanding
your teacher and showing

and listening the well-being
of our school.”

 Well- unity club member -Aleeza
Faraz



Well Being ActivitiesWell Being Activities
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On account of International Day of Women and
Girls in Science on 11th Feb 2022 we conducted a

poster competition. Students actively participated.
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During Assembly students have taken the Internet
Safety Pledge, on account of the International Safer

Internet Day on 8th Feb 2022.
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To assist them to acquire the necessary learning skills
and provide them support to have their daily routine set

for their preparation.

"Some people dream of success while others wake up and work."



PARENT TESTIMONIAL

I'm a parent of 4 students that attend this school (year 13, 10. 8
and 4). Generally. my experiences with this school have been

quite positive. I have been apart of
this school for 16 years, and throughout my time, I have seen

many good changes and improvements taking place in a
variety of areas such as academics,

extra-curricular enrichment and community engagement.

Tahani Abd EL Hameed

I am a parent of a student in year 9.
The Oxford School is a school with diverse culture and

ethnicity where students excel in both fields of
academics and extra curriculars. Students are put up in

an environment where learning is made easy. The
experience at the school has been one with challenges

and achievements.
 

Noor Hajira

I am a parent of a year 9 student. My overall experience
of the school is very good. My child made good progress

in school. During the pandemic the way things have
been handled by the school, it’s commendable. The

friendly approach of the staff and teachers makes my
child feel secure and comfortable in the school though

this is her first year in the school. In short she is very
happy at school.

 
Shaila Coutinho
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OUR PRODIGIES
Musical Prodigy- violinistMusical Prodigy- violinist

Nickole from 9D enjoys playing the violin
as it helps her to get rid

of negativity when it’s comes to her
feelings and emotions. It

rather brings happiness to her, especially
during times where she

gets to play for her peers and the people
around her.

“The reason why I like playing violin
because it helps me to forget

all bad thoughts and I like playing for
other people too. I also like

violin because it makes me happy.”
Mhari Nickole is often found strolling

around the school corridors
in her free time, playing the violin and

lighting up the atmosphere
for her peers. She loves to learn new things

and is deeply
passionate for her skill. Mhari NickoleMhari NickoleMhari Nickole       9D9D9D

"In order to succeed, we must first believe that we can."

Mahesa Yanichel - 9DMahesa Yanichel - 9DMahesa Yanichel - 9D

“I like basketball because it needs strategy
and physical ability to play and while

playing basketball, it gives me a sense of
achievement when I score. It makes me

happy and keeps me healthy.”

Adeeba Asif - 9AAdeeba Asif - 9AAdeeba Asif - 9A    

“I like art because I love experimenting with
colors and trying new things. Even if I’m not

satisfied with what I’ve created, it’s always fun
to play with shapes, colors and ideas to create

something uniquely your own.” 



STEM - INNOVATION AT TOS 
Year 7 STEM in 2022 FebruaryYear 7 STEM in 2022 February    

   Design a Traffic Light Circuit using Arduino Uno MicrocontrollerDesign a Traffic Light Circuit using Arduino Uno MicrocontrollerDesign a Traffic Light Circuit using Arduino Uno Microcontroller

Design a prototype car of futureDesign a prototype car of futureDesign a prototype car of future

Design a sports facility of the future using Minecraft softwareDesign a sports facility of the future using Minecraft softwareDesign a sports facility of the future using Minecraft software



STEM - INNOVATION AT TOS 
Year 8 STEM in 2022 FebruaryYear 8 STEM in 2022 February    

Design a sustainable house of the futureDesign a sustainable house of the futureDesign a sustainable house of the future



STEM - INNOVATION AT TOS 
Year 9 STEM in 2022 FebruaryYear 9 STEM in 2022 February    

Design a sustainable bridgeDesign a sustainable bridgeDesign a sustainable bridge       of the futureof the futureof the future



Art Competition WinnersArt Competition Winners
"It was a journey of

reliving 50 years of UAE
history on paper, and of

culture and traditions
kept alive by individuals
and families that are still

followed to this day.
Overall I found the

experience enjoyable,
and I was able to use

both graphite and
colours to illustrate the

slides."

Fizzah Ali - 11 CFizzah Ali - 11 CFizzah Ali - 11 C

"I failed my way to
success."

Syeda Fatima - 7CSyeda Fatima - 7CSyeda Fatima - 7C

“The origin of the
word Abra is from

Arabic root
"Abara", which
means to cross.

Traditional Abras
are midway

between a deck
boat and a raft."

 



   Jibreel Ghussain- 8CJibreel Ghussain- 8CJibreel Ghussain- 8C
   
   
   

Poster CompetitionPoster Competition  
11th Feb The

InternationalWomen
and Girls in Science Day

was celebrated with a
poster competition

 
 

Syeda Fatima - 7CSyeda Fatima - 7CSyeda Fatima - 7C

Winners of Poster CompetitioWinners of Poster Competitio
The Most Creative

Poster of Year 7 

The Most Creative
Poster 

of year 8



MARKETING ADVERTISMENTMARKETING ADVERTISMENTMARKETING ADVERTISMENT
CompetitionCompetition

The first online ADMAD SHOW- The ultimate interschool competition on Advertisement was held at Al
Diyafah High School, Dubai via Teams for year 10 on 8th February 2022, Tuesday through TEAMS.A team

comprising of 4 students, Nigel Ezedore Noronha(10B), Ijlal Zeeshan Zeeshan Khalid(10 E), Muhammad
Raahim Azeem(10D), and Daniel Elmer Coching Magalang(10B) have participated for the event which is

based on the theme “Social Media Store Selling Custom made Gifting Products”.
 

This event is aimed to showcase
student’s creativity in marketing

products and services. The
objective is to emphasize on

promotional strategies to draw
consumer attention, in the field of

Advertisement. provide
information and generate sales

revenue. The theme for the
Advertisement event is "Think

Forward, Face Present".
The group presented their

advertising skills through creating
various “Brand”, promoting

marketing videos, along with
customized videos on “Gifts” and

created digital posters on
sustainable products. The

highlight was to promote their
own creation in their social media

platforms.
 

The final event was held on 8th February 2022, Tuesday on
TEAMS. The team exhibited their presentation skills which

included creating Brand name (Wrapify), Designing Logo with a
slogan and focusing on the Unique Selling Point. Their promoting

strategy was to convince the Customer by delivering the customized
products at their doorsteps. 

 

The team got an opportunity to explore their marketing ideas and
to inculcate values with various entrepreneur skills like Leadership,

Perseverance, creativity, Innovation, etc. Furthermore, the
participation has inspired them to channelize their focus on IGCSE
Enterprise Coursework and created an aspiration to participate in

such events in the future.
 

"I never did anything worth doing by accident, nor did any of my inventions
come indirectly through accident, except the phonograph. No, when I have fully
decided that a result is worth getting, I go about it, and make trial after trial, until

it comes."







WRITE UPWRITE UPWRITE UP
Building Economics vocabularyBuilding Economics vocabulary

It is crucial that children have explicit and robust knowledge in vocabulary,
to support their verbal and written communication. The explicit teaching

of vocabulary allows students to access and facilitates their comprehension
texts well. Economics students were involved in find out economics terms

from newspapers and explicit their usage with curriculum. A good exercise
for building up strong vocabulary. 

 



The students of 13A presented
an assembly on the Theme of

the Month – Harmony.
“Happiness is not a matter of

intensity but of balance, order,
rhythm and harmony“ – this

was the opening thought for the
assembly. The students

conveyed the key message of
how to promote harmony in

school, at home and in the
society. They also elaborated

on how the UAE and the EXPO
2020 are perfect examples for

Harmony in action.

STUDENT VOICESTUDENT VOICESTUDENT VOICE
HarmonyHarmony

Harmony is not only the key to
happiness in life, but also the

first steps to experiencing inner
peace.

Love, peace and harmony
quotes tell you about the

importance of purifying your
thoughts to achieve harmony

with the universe. Happiness is
mental harmony and it is only
through complete harmony of

thought and action that you can
live your life in harmony

 

“Always aim at complete harmony
of thought and word and deed.
Always aim at purifying your

thoughts and everything will be
well.”

-Mahatma Gandhi.
 



EXPO 2020EXPO 2020EXPO 2020
Innovation at OxfordInnovation at Oxford

The students of Year 11 – 13 enjoyed the EXPO trips organized by the
school. These trips were opportunities for

learning and for having fun. This trip was an opportunity for them to learn
about the prevailing technology and cultures cross borders. Students were

delighted to experience expo along with their peers.



MORAL GROWTHMORAL GROWTHMORAL GROWTH
The Humanities & Moral S0cial & Cultural Department is committed in

ensuring that all pupils make excellent progress which engages and
motivates them to work hard and succeed, through questioning,

investigation, and critical thinking. They are exploring their place in the
world, as well as their own values and their responsibilities

 

Humanities & Moral S0cial & CulturalHumanities & Moral S0cial & Cultural

“Happiness is mental harmony; 
unhappiness is mental harmony.”



LiteratureLiteratureLiterature   

Amit R.P -Amit R.P -    9D9D
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